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ABSTRACT
Recently, sparse representation based visual tracking have
been attracting increasing interests. Although reported de-
sired performance, whether the sparse representation con-
strain is really useful is not clear. In addition, the high com-
putation complexity also limits their usage in real-time appli-
cations. In this paper, we proposed a real-time visual tracking
framework using ℓ2 norm regularization based collaborative
representation. Our framework represents any target candi-
date using a set of target templates and a set of background
templates respectively, then combines their reconstruction
errors to track the target accurately. By constraining ℓ2
norm regularization on the representation coefficients, the
coefficients can be solved analytically, which makes the pro-
posed method run in real-time. The experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed approach outperforms several
state-of-the-art trackers.

Index Terms— visual tracking, sparse representation,
collaborative representation, ℓ2 regularization

1. INTRODUCTION

Inspired by the success of sparse representation in face recog-
nition [1], recently sparse representation based visual track-
ing has also attracted increasing interests. The first sparse
representation based tracking method was proposed in [2],
which represents each target candidate y using a set of tar-
get templates and a set of trivial templates (columns of an
identity matrix). Let F = [f1, f2, . . . , fnf

] ∈ Rd×nf and
I = i1, i2, . . . , id ∈ Rd×d be the target templates and triv-
ial templates, respectively. The linear representation can be
written in matrix form as

y = FαF + IαI = [F, I]

[
αF

αI

]
.
= Xα (1)

where αF and αI are coefficients associated to target tem-
plates and trivial templates, respectively. Mei et al. [2] as-
sume that if the candidate y is the tracking result, it should be
lies in the subspace spanned by all target templates. There-
fore, the representation coefficient vector α is sparse and can
be solved by ℓ1-norm minimization

α̂ = argmin
α

∥y −Xα∥22 + λ∥α∥1 (2)

where λ is the regularization parameter, which controls the
importance of the sparsity constrain to the reconstruction er-
ror. The weight of target candidate can be computed as

w = exp(−∥y − Fα̂F ∥22
δ

) (3)

where δ is a predefined parameter. In general, the candidate
according to the biggest weight is considered as the target in
the current frame.

Although [2] reported good performance, however, there
are two significant drawbacks. The first one is the unrea-
sonable sparse assumption about the representation coeffi-
cients. Because the trivial templates can represent any image,
whether the candidate y corresponds to background, target
image with occlusion even target image without occlusion,
the trivial templates will be activated in the linear representa-
tion. Therefore, the sparse assumption of the representation
coefficients is unreasonable. In [3], to avoid the activation
of the trivial templates when representing the target candi-
date corresponding to background, the ℓ2 norm constrain
of the coefficients corresponding to the trivial templates is
introduced

α̂ = argmin
α

∥y −Xα∥22 + λ∥α∥1 + γ∥αI∥2 (4)

where λ is set as pre-defined constant when there is no oc-
clusion. The introduction of ∥αI∥2 in the minimization can
make the target image well approximated by a sparse linear
combination of target templates with a small residual, which
therefore assign a larger weight to the target image. Although
this modification can eliminate the affect of the unreasonable
assumption in some extent and therefore improve the track-
ing performance, it still causes the trivial templates being ac-
tivated when representing the target image without occlusion,
which still cause the non-sparse representation coefficients.

The second drawback of ℓ1 tracker is its expensive com-
putational cost due to two factors: 1) ℓ1-norm minimization
is very time-consuming. 2) the total computational cost of the
tracker grows proportionally as the number of particle sam-
ples N increases. In general, to get robust performance, N is
usually set to be a larger value such as 600 in [2]. These two
factors cause the high computational cost, which prevents the
tracker from being used in a real time systems.



Motivated by the sparse signal recovery power of Com-
pressive Sensing, Li et al. [4] accelerate the ℓ1 minimization
by reducing the dimension of of the ℓ1 minimization via a
hash or randomly projection which meets he Restricted Isom-
etry Property (RIP). Let Φ ∈ Rd̃×d be the projection matrix,
the coefficients α̂ can be computed by

α̂ = argmin
α

∥Φy −ΦXα∥22 + λ∥α∥1 (5)

When we set d̃ ≪ d, the dimension of ℓ1 minimization
is significantly reduced while the original high dimensional y
can still be exactly recovered from the reduced Φy.

Although the computation of coefficients in Eq. 5 need to
solve computationally expensive ℓ1-norm minimization, the
particle weights defined in Eq. 3 builds on the reconstruction
error measured in ℓ2-norm, which has a lower bound ∥y −
FαF ∥22 ≥ ∥y − Fα̂F ∥22 where

α̂F = argmin
α

∥y − FαF ∥22 (6)

In contrast to reduce the computational complexity of
each ℓ1 minimization, Mei et al. [5] proposed to reduce the
number of ℓ1 minimization by excluding unimportant particle
using the reconstruction error bound computed via fast ℓ2
minimization in Eq. 6.

2. PROPOSED METHOD

As discussed in the last section, we have pointed out that the s-
parse assumption about the representation coefficients are not
reasonable and the ℓ1 tracker is quite time-consuming. In [6],
Zhang et al. compared sparse representation and collabora-
tive representation and proposed a efficient face classification
scheme, namely collaborative representation based classifica-
tion with regularized least square. This algorithm is much
more quickly than SRC, while retains good classification a-
bility. Our work is based on this framework and at the same
time the background templates are utilized to improve the per-
formance of the proposed algorithm.

2.1. Collaborative representation

The collaborative representation based on ℓ2 regularization to
calculate the representation coefficients is as follows.

γ = argmin
γ

∥y −Xγ∥22 + λ∥γ∥2 (7)

The optimal solution of the above equation can be ob-
tained via regularized least square as

γ̂ = (XTX+ λI)−1XTy (8)

Let P = (XTX + λI)−1XT be the projection matrix,
which is not related to candidate y. Therefore, the projection
matrix P can be pre-calculated. When a candidate y comes,

we can simply calculate Py to obtain γ̂, which significantly
reduce the computation cost. Moreover, the projection ma-
trix P only need to be calculated when the dictionary X is
updated.

2.2. The target and background templates

Compared with the existing ℓ1 trackers, the proposed method
uses the target and background templates respectively to rep-
resent the candidate, motivated by Zhong et al. [7]. This idea
is based on the assumption that the target can be better repre-
sented by the target templates, while the background can be
represented well by the background templates. Thus a can-
didate with a small reconstruction error when represented by
the target templates and a big reconstruction error when repre-
sented by the foreground templates simultaneously indicates
it is more likely to be a target, and vice versa. The motiva-
tion is two-folds: Firstly, In the framework of ℓ2 norm regu-
larization, most trivial templates will be activated because of
the lack of sparsity constraint. Thus the position of the tar-
get can not be obtained according to the reconstruction error
of the target templates accurately. Our early experiment also
confirms that trivial templates are not suitable to the ℓ2 norm
regularization framework, so we abandon the trivial templates
in the linear representation of the target. The other advantage
of using background templates is that the combination of the
target and background templates contributes to discriminat-
ing the target candidates and background candidates when a
reasonable discriminative function based on their respective
reconstruction error is designed.

In this work, for the target templates we adopt the sim-
ilar scheme as in [2]. In the first frame, we initialize the
region of the target manually, and the target templates F =
[f1, f2, . . . , fnf

] is obtained by making tiny changes to the re-
gion of the target, where nf is the number of the target tem-
plates. All the weights of the target templates are initialized
to 1

nf
in the first frame. In the subsequent frames, the weight

of the target template is updated based on the corresponding
coefficient when it is used to represent the candidate parti-
cle that has the minimal reconstruction error. The process of
target template updating in each frame can be divided into t-
wo steps. In the first step, the target templates are renewed
according to their weights. In the second step, the target tem-
plate with the least weight is replaced by the best candidate
if the angle between the target template vector and the best
candidate vector is bigger than a predefined threshold.

Let B = [b1,b2, . . . ,bnb
] be all background templates,

where nb represents the number of the background templates.
In the first frame the background templates are initialized
manually. We assume that the target templates and back-
ground templates only have different center coordinates in
the first frame, that is, the other factors such as the size,
shape and scale of the template regions are the same. In
the first frame, we sample the background templates in the



surrounding region of the target. To avoid the sampled back-
ground templates being too close to the initial target, we set
d(p1, pi) > dt, where d(p1, pi) indicates the distance be-
tween p1 and pi. p1 and pi represent the center of the target
and the i-th candidate respectively. dt is a predefined pa-
rameter. In the following frames, we choose nb candidates
that correspond to the largest nb reconstruction errors as the
background templates.

2.3. The calculation process of the proposed method

Let y be the feature vector of any target candidate, which
can be linearly represented by the target and background tem-
plates set respectively

y = α1f1 + . . .+ αnf
fnf

(9)

y = β1b1 + . . .+ βnb
bnb

(10)

α̂ and β̂ are calculated as

α̂ = (FTF+ λI)−1FTy (11)

β̂ = (BTB+ λI)−1BTy (12)

After the background templates are introduced into the
dictionary, the weight of candidate can be computed as

w = exp(−εf − µεb
δ

) (13)

where εf = ∥y − Fα̂∥22 and εb = ∥y −Bβ̂∥22 are the recon-
struction errors of representing the candidate using target and
background templates, respectively. Constant µ is to balance
the reconstruction errors εf and εb. In the implementation,
we select a subset of the set of particle samples only using the
reconstruction error εf at first, and then the candidate accord-
ing to the biggest weight w defined in Eq. 13 is chose from
the subset as the target in the current frame.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Setup

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed tracking
framework, we select several baseline trackers including the
Frag tracker [8], the OAB tracker [9], the IVT tracker [10], the
BL1 tracker [5], the OLSR tracker [11], the CT tracker [12],
and the MIL tracker [13] for comparison on eight publi cly
available test sequences including david outdoor, faceocc2,
LeaveShop, seq mb, transformer, PETS01D1Human1, and
face sequences. These sequences are recorded either out-
door or indoor. The challenges existing in these sequences
contains occlusion, illumination and pose changes and so on.

To quantitatively assess the performance of the selected
trackers, we use relative overlap area [14], which is defined
by the formula

ROA =
area(Bp ∩Bgt)

area(Bp ∪Bgt)
(14)

where Bp ∩ Bgt denotes the intersection of the predicted
bounding boxes Bp and the ground truth bounding boxes Bgt,
and Bp ∪ Bgt their union. Tracking is considered successful
if ROA > 0.5. And tracking success rate is calculated as

TSR =
1

T

T∑
i=1

δ(ROA− 0.5) (15)

where T is the frame numbers and δ(x) =

{
1, if x > 0
0, else .

3.2. Qualitative comparison

The qualitative comparison results is shown in Fig. 1. In the
sequence david outdoor, the target undergoes severe illumi-
nation changes. Results on several frames are presented in
the first row. Only our tracker and the OLSR tracker can track
the person accurately in the whole sequence, while our track-
er performs with higher accuracy. It demonstrates that our
method is robust against illumination changes. The second
row shows the tracking results in the faceocc2 sequences. The
challenging contained in this sequence is pose changes and
occlusion. The proposed tracker, IVT, BL1, OAB track the
target well throughout the sequence. The other four trackers
have some tracking drifts or scale errors more or less.

The third sequence is the LeaveShop sequence where the
woman experiences serious occlusions. We can see that in
the frame 225, Frag , OAB, CT, and MIL have lost the target
when the target undergoes the serious occlusion for the first
time. Our method and the other three trackers track the target
faithfully even though the woman goes through the severe oc-
clusion a second time. In the PETS01D1Human1 sequence,
the challenges are the pose and scale changes of the target.
The proposed method and the BL1 tracker track the target
well as shown in the fourth row. The CT tracker and the OL-
SR tracker lose the target and the remaining trackers also can
not predict the scale of the target well.

The fifth row shows the tracking results in the seq mb se-
quence, where a woman experiences pose changes and occlu-
sion. Our tracker, the Frag tracker and the BL1 tracker track
the target faithfully while the other trackers can not locate the
target well. Results in the sequence transformer is shown in
the sixth row, where the transformer undergoes dramatically
changes of appearance in a short time. From the tracking re-
sult of the frame 60, we can see that our tracker can track the
transformer with higher accuracy than other methods. How-
ever, the appearance of the transformer changes so quickly
that our method also can not obtain the scale of the target ac-
curately. The last sequence is the face sequence where the
face of a woman is partially occluded by a book. Our method
and the BL1 tracker performs well though the entire sequence,
while other methods meet drift problems more or less.



        Frag        OAB        IVT         BL1        OLSR         CT         MIL         Ours

Fig. 1. Tracking results of different algorithms on test se-
quences.

3.3. Quantitative comparison

The tracking success rate are shown in Table 1. As we can see
that the proposed tracker achieves the highest success rate on
five test sequences, and in the LeaveShop and face sequences,
the performance is only slightly worse than the best result.
These results indicate that the overall performance of the pro-
posed tracker significantly outperforms the other trackers in
these sequences.

3.4. Running speed

To validate the computation efficiency of the proposed track-
er, we select the L1 tracker, BL1 tracker, and CT tracker for

Table 1. The tracking success rates of the evaluated trackers
on test sequences. For each sequence, the highest result is
marked in red bold font.

david outdoor faceocc2 LeaveShop Human1 seq mb transformer2 face
Frag 12.40% 68.18% 35.40% 50.49% 77.60% 34.68% 84.83%
OAB 13.60% 83.00% 38.60% 58.01% 70.40% 21.77% 75.28%
IVT 26.80% 96.63% 100.00 74.27% 3.20% 33.06% 81.46%
BL1 18.00% 89.90% 100.00% 89.81% 92.00% 22.58% 98.88%
OLSR 63.60% 46.97% 98.20% 63.11% 15.60% 35.48% 93.82%
CT 4.00% 64.14% 38.40% 37.38% 4.20% 44.35% 10.67%
MIL 20.40% 54.04% 38.80% 53.16% 37.00% 37.10% 82.02%
Ours 79.20% 98.32% 98.00% 98.54% 93.20% 48.39% 98.31%

comparison. As seen from Table 2, our tracker achieves quick
running speed (13 frames per second), which is significantly
faster than L1 and BL1 trackers and slightly slower than CT
tracker which is claimed real-time. And our code is imple-
mented by matlab, so it would be quicker if it is written by
C++.

Table 2. Running speed comparison of the selected trackers
on the face sequence.

tracker L1 BL1 CT our
speed (frames/second) 0.26 0.61 15 13

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel tracking framework using
collaborative representation based on ℓ2 norm regularization.
The proposed method does not rely on the sparsity assump-
tion, and therefore is more reasonable for tracking in real-
word scenes. On the other hand, the proposed method uses
both target and background templates, which results in more
discriminative ability. The analytical solution makes the pro-
posed method run in real-time speed. The use of background
templates improves the performance of the proposed method.
Experimental results validate that the proposed method out-
performs several state-of-the-art tracking methods.
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